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( , ' ·. . · ·: fixed axes in such a way that each normal mode of vibration .will· cause no .-.
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net rotation of the axes {giving three equations .for rotations about x, Yl .·.I.<'
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. . ) ~ and z) and will leave the molecular center-of-mass at the origin (giving . . ~· ' ::.:.three mote equations for translations along x, y, and z). . , · · : . · :·: . ; ' .. may take atomic displacements in any direction we wish, as lo~ng as we sub- •, :--.: . . ..
. from our arbitrary dispiacements (3). In the following treatment, the atoms ;,' : ' .··· . or independent harmonic oscillators, such freezing is allowed, provided we .,. .. '·: . ' .
include the effects of translation and rotation for each mode.
forward .symmetry arguments w~ll ~ediately .tell us.whic.h modes. will be . • 
... The various vibration-rotati?n parameters are readily evaluated from the > · ..
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The Coriolis c'onstant 'linking normal modes
: 's and _t through rotation about the (l;th axis is given by. 
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ri 2 ' = r 23 ; the z axis is out o:e' :plane, ·'the y axis along the ..
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The set of nonvanishing projections generated in this way, <for :
,. a. = 1/2 q),
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is the mass of atoms 1 ·and· 3, and M is the tc;>tal mass'
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• The rotational corrections are· ze.ro . sirice none of the rotations·.:'--trans=era:u~:~ing the ce¢er of mass-~10n ~~\~he 7 coordinate~ of ",it' i;·· .
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These results agree with the fact that only the diagonal elements of the ,·,· ... ~ .
.. ' moment of inertia tensor, as well as the second order correct:t:on coefficients,,'·' ,.
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From Polo's results;. ~t is readily seen that when .all. ·other coordinates· '' '' "'~ .
of the same synnnetry. are frozen~ the i-ss may be obtained from.
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.,"L element for the unfrozen coordinate ·· ...
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In the present case, we
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.·: ;and this relation was used to obtain the result. A~~ = i.
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Out-of-Plane Bend
As another example we will change the out-of-plane. we find Bzt = Byt = 0 1 and
. 
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.... il: . · 2s
+~ii2~. ··{y ,'~~~~-:} .. . .- , ... = 2m(6yls ozlt) + m2(5y2s oz2t) + m4(oy4s oz4t).
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• : . . , Methylene chloride will be chosen as a specific example of a tetra-. . ·. : ..
The symmetry coordinates and Eckart species are given· in Table IV . · Iri . • · .
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The symmetry coordinate t:or this mod; is~ ·~ ~-1 / 2 (5 1 -5 2 ); ~~. ,. , the p vectors for the asymmetric C-Cl stretch·.are ~hewn in Fig. 2(b .
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and a rotation about the x axis .. ~-~ ', ., . .
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The first result follows· from the fact that only the :yz components of the' , : -· . 
'l'he approp~iate displacement vectors on atom 3 are. given by :I . " .... .,
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which is a vector in the xz plane.
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We can proceed in exactly the same fashion to :get the net displace . .;<,::.
· ment of atom 4, but a simpler method is ~ust to note that the displacement.
· . ' _ ::·:'.'vecto~ on. 4 will be that on 3 rotated through an angle 2a. in the xz plane. · , . .
appropriate fo~ of the rotation matrix ~ is . ·.
> . . , and we have ~ha~ i4resultant
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From the direct prod'uct representations, the~ mode (s) can couple pair (see Fig. 3 and :;
.·, l(l .. ~-,,:_. . .
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Corrected displacements of atoms in CH 2 c1 2
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where R(-120°) and R(+l20°) are matrices similar to that in Eq. (ll) repre-. For this· member of the degenerate ~ir;.~ 1 we obtain the corrections· '.
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. ee y = 'fb:f4sm 2Iy
:.-.. , and z*=z 1 *= z 2 *= z 3 *.
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